
WOOL 91.5 ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 2018 1
st
 QUARTER 

 
WOOL FM 91.5 began broadcast on March 9, 2014, implementing a Class A noncommercial 

educational license. 

 

DATE PROGRAM NAME START TIME DURATION TOPIC 
 

1/12/18 OzzyBob   12:00 PM  12 minutes Local Homelessness 

Volunteers from the Our Place Homeless Shelter in North Walpole, NH discussed the important service 

they provide to the community, most especially with the extreme cold we have been experiencing in the 

area. The program informed potential volunteers who to contact to help at the Shelter. Conversation 

included the human connection that we all have with each other. 

 

1/19/18 OzzyBob   12:36-12:41 PM 5 minutes Mentorship 

BigBrothers/BigSisters of Vermont covered the Greater Falls Connections meeting on January 26
th

 to 

bring together the community with BBBSVT.org 

 

1/19/18 OzzyBob   12:42 PM  30 seconds  Local Roadwork 

OzzyBob discussed the potholes on George Street in Bellows Falls, VT. 

 

1/26/18 OzzyBob   12:30PM  2 minutes Democracy 

The importance of voting and how if we all vote, we win! 

 

1/26/18  OzzyBob 1:00PM (repeated at 1:20PM) 2 minutes (4 total)    Democracy 

If we hate the government (agency), who does it help? Not us!  It’s the person in the seat of power, not 

the seat that makes the decisions. 

 

1/26/18  OzzyBob   1:55PM  4 minutes Sociology 

Statement about keeping the social spirit up amongst/against the negative world.  We are the change we  

want to see in the world. 

 

2/2/18  A Fresh Perspective  1:00PM  3 minutes Public Education 

School funds are being considered for cuts in order to save on local property taxes. Please visit the state 

website to express your displeasure (or support).  “Kids are our dividend on education spending.” 

 

2/2/18   A Fresh Perspective  1:09PM  4 minutes Democracy 

Participate in Democracy! Democracy works when you call your representatives at all federal, state, 

local, and social levels and talk with them. We put them there, now we have to guide them with our 

own communications. 

 

2/2/18  A Fresh Perspective  1:52PM  6 minutes Democracy 

Voting is the first step in Democracy.  But it’s just the start! Communication is the Real Democracy—

the healthy floor of debate.  Where the people we vote for work but they cannot know what we need or 

think if we don’t speak our perspective to them peacefully. 

 

2/9/18  A Fresh Perspective  1:00PM  7 minutes Democracy 

Voting Rights or The Right to Vote. Aired "The Vermont Voters Bill of Rights" and talked on the 

importance of using the right to vote.  



 

2/9/18  A Fresh Perspective  1:20PM  4 minutes Democracy 

Repeated the Voter Bill of Rights and talked of unity and inclusion through the vote. 

 

2/11/18 Hoodoo's Stew, Josh Goldstein   6:58PM  10 minutes Sociology 

Black Lives Matter Flag-raising at Montpelier, Vermont High School.  Discussed the raising of The 

Black Lives Matter flag at Montpelier High School in juxtaposition to the lager national movement. 

 

2/23/18 A Fresh Perspective  12:01PM  6 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

Addiction and Humanity: Addiction and how the Humanity Remains Despite the Poor Decisions of life.  

We are not the sum of our mistakes, only victims of the consequences. 

 

2/23/18 A Fresh Perspective  12:45PM  5 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

Addiction and Humanity: Blame-free compassion is what the Addict needs to see the Path to Recovery. 

 

2/23/18 A Fresh Perspective  1:40PM  5 minutes `Opioid Epidemic 

Addiction and Humanity: Where to go and who can help with compassionate understanding. 

 

2/23/18 A Fresh Perspective  1:57PM  3 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

Addiction and Humanity: Releasing the fear that reinforces the walls we create to justify the language 

we use on ourselves; justifying our ability as humans to say, "No, I can't help." Get involved. 

 

 

2/28/18 Monster & Hamsters  7:00PM  60 minutes Asylum Seekers 

Community Asylum Project: Local non-profit that assists asylum-seekers came on the show and talked 

about how they provide basic needs and a supportive community for those seeking asylum in the 

United States. 

 

3/2/18  A Fresh Perspective  12:01PM  4 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

The Human Side of Addiction with Richard Carrier. The humanity in the addicted. 

 

3/2/18  A Fresh Perspective  12:40PM  6 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

The Human Side of Addiction: Turning Point Recovery Center and how it helps those with addiction. 

 

3/2/18  A Fresh Perspective  1:04PM  40 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

The Human Side of Addiction: Guest Richard Carrier spoke of losing his stepdaughter to a drug 

overdose. He discussed his first person account of her addiction to opioids and the human experience 

through loss of a loved one. 

 

3/9/18  A Fresh Perspective  12:17PM  4 minutes Hunger in our Area 

Gleaning and Hunger: Gleaning is the act of collecting leftover crops from farmers' fields and how it is 

being used to address the hungry. 

 

3/9/18  A Fresh Perspective  1:56PM  4 minutes Sociology 

How fearing a neighbor is a part of our social problems.  Get out and interact with your neighbors. 

 

3/16/18 A Fresh Perspective  12:16PM  5 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

Recovery and prevention's symbiotic nature: the person is the center in the process of prevention and 

recovery. 



3/16/18 A Fresh Perspective  12:50PM  4 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

Recovery and prevention's symbiotic nature and specialization in groups.  All specialized groups share 

the person in recovery being helped. 

 

3/16/18 A Fresh Perspective  12:50PM  4 minutes Opioid Epidemic 

Recovery and prevention's symbiotic nature and how we feel.  Feelings, the Addicted, and how we 

react/respond to them. 

 

3/23/18 A Fresh Perspective  1:00PM  50 minutes End of Life 

Two representatives were guests from the Advanced Directive Program, "Taking Steps Brattleboro". 

Discussion of the importance of having a plan when one is incapacitated or at end of life. This directive 

includes medical orders and qualitative environmental requests. It provides the incapacitated individual 

with a bit of control when they cannot control anything. 

 

3/28/18 Monster & Hamsters  7:00PM  30 minutes  Local History 

Local lawyer and native Bellows Falls resident discussed the local history of Bellows Falls. 

 

3/30/18 A Fresh Perspective  12:10   7 minutes Homelessness 

Our Place Drop In Center here in Bellows Falls is in need of supplies, including coffee. Their homeless 

shelter will be closing for the season on April 15th and they also need sleeping bags and tents for those 

who rely on the homeless shelter in the winter but sleep outside in the summer and fall.  

  

3/30/18 A Fresh Perspective  1:05   50 minutes End of Life 

Advanced Directive Program: The human feelings involved at the end of life for both family and the 

person experiencing death and how important a topic it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 


